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A. Fill ups 
1. In the MS document click on the ….tab and the ribbon will display all the tools of mail 

merge wizard. 
2. Word art is a gallery of ready made pictures hat can be directly inserted into the 

document. 
3. Header and footer is present in the….. tab. 
4. The ……..is attached to SMPS. 
5. ………. And ……. Are low level languages. 
6. ……… is a ready made picture gallery provided by MS Word. 
7. A collection of thick and thin bars is called……. 
8. Which provides power supply to internal components of the system unit……… 
9. Chip that synchronizes the activities of all parts of computer is called……. 
10.  System software comprises of …………. And ……….. 
11. ………….. Provides power supply to the system unit components and peripherals of a 

computer. 
 

B. True /false: 
 

1. ………… saves a lot of time while preparing documents with different name, designation, 
address.                                                                  T/F 

2. After inserting a shape the format tab opens up.    T/F 

 

C. Write the steps to give page border to your word document. 
D. What are the advantages of mail merge ? 
E. Write the steps to crop a picture. 
F. Write the steps to insert a shapes. 
G. Write the steps to insert a header. 
H. How we can change the color of page? 
I. What are the components of hardware? Explain display card in detail 
J. What is the full form of SMPS? Explain the expansion slots. 
K. What is a bar code reader? What are impact printer? 
L. What is software? Explain system software. 
M. What are low level languages? Explain any two high level languages. 
N. What are the components of mail merge? Explain all in detail. 
O. Write short note on assembly language. 

 


